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Abstract
The nature of Wireless Sensor Networks and their de-
ployments in real environments prevent the application
of classic real-time methods to guarantee timeliness
properties, which is further complicated by the pivotal
importance of low energy consumption.
In this paper we present a method to estimate probabil-
ities of meeting the end-to-end delivery deadlines and
extend the concept of routing path, thus providing addi-
tional knowledge to the network hops.

1 Introduction
A Wireless sensor network (WSN) is typically formed
by a set of resource constrained nodes communicating
via hop-by-hop message forwarding and a small set of
network sinks. This architecture, combined with the
mobility of nodes, unreliability of their links, and expo-
sure to external interferences represents a major chal-
lenge to provide any notion of quality of service (QoS).
In addition, timeliness requirements [8] are affected by
the mobility of nodes, the absence of stationary relays
and reduced computational power.

Bounded end-to-end delays can be provided, when
the network enforces deterministic behavior on each
communication layer. This contradicts the basics of
WSN as it either demands excessive resources or in-
troduces over-constrained properties which cannot be
achieved in real deployments (e.g. fixed or perfect net-
work topology).

At the MAC layer, bounded delays might be achieved
by means of periodic sensing of the medium and neigh-
borhood synchronization which is often not affordable
in terms of energy. At the routing level, global knowl-
edge of the network topology (i.e. routing tables) does
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not fit in the limited memory capacity of a node. Hence,
heuristics based on local knowledge have to be used.

In a good network strategy, the trade-off between re-
source utilization and performance should account for
application requirements. For instance, timeliness re-
quirements for a high importance message might jus-
tify the use of additional transmission power to en-
sure higher coverage and thus faster routing to the sink.
However, this should not be enforced for the whole net-
work as it would result in the overall network lifetime to
abruptly decrease. Instead, the utilization of resources
should be traded off with respect to relevant metrics.

Achieving this level of control despite the dynam-
ics of WSN is not trivial. Many existing solutions rely
on global network coordinators or non realistic assump-
tions and hence lose feasibility in real environments.
Ideally, hops should be able to collect the required in-
formation to take decisions by themselves. However,
the amount of resources invested should be proportional
to the performance demands and energy constraints.
For instance, sharing information with subsequent hops
across the path to the sink is, at first sight, more appeal-
ing than doing it with hops outside that path. Indeed,
exploiting a selective exchange of data among neigh-
bors provides additional levels of knowledge that can
lead to smarter networking decisions.

In this paper, we introduce a mechanism to provide
probabilities of meeting end-to-end delays in WSN. We
propose to exploit the concept of routing paths and pro-
vide hops the ability to maintain a status table of the
following path segment. This is done by propagating
local metrics among the routing path. In addition, we
explore timeliness properties by means of a mechanism
to extrapolate end-to-end delays based on the monitor-
ing of one-hop link delays.
Ongoing research is carried out in this area: [4] and
[5] assign velocities to messages which must be kept
in order to fulfill their timeliness requirements. How-
ever, both assume static networks and nodes equipped



with localization capabilities. In [7] delay guarantees
are provided at the expense of limiting the length rout-
ing paths. [3] achieves hard real-time guarantees at the
MAC layer given an hexagonal topology of nodes. This
condition is relaxed in [9] although it still relies on static
nodes, bounded network density and optimum commu-
nication conditions. Additionally, [1] approaches a suf-
ficient schedulability condition to guarantee end-to-end
delays in multi-hop WSN under specific restrictions.

1.1 Definitions and properties
A WSN can be represented as a graph G(N, L) formed
by a set of nodes N and a set of single-hop links L. Two
nodes ni, nj ∈ N are directly connected at a given time
if there is a link l ∈ L, l = (ni, nj) such that ni and nj

can send and receive messages from each other. S ⊂ N
is the subset of sinks. Sinks might outperform nodes
with respect to resources and energy availability.

A (routing) path rpn1,nq is a sequence of links
(n1, n2)...(nq−1, nq) such that each intermediate node
in the path is directly connected to the next one,
thus providing a multi-hop link between the first node
(source) and the final node (destination). A path s is
contained in another path p if all the links belonging to
s also belong to p. In that case, we define s as a segment
of p. The length of a path is equal to the number of links
belonging to it (hence, |rpn1,nq | = q).

2 Routing path properties
Successive communications between the same nodes
and sinks are a common scenario in WSN, e.g. in pub-
lish/subscribe schemes where the routing path is reused
over time by both communication entities. We argue
that the concept of path, however, is barely exploited.
Typically, nodes have a preferred hop to whom they for-
ward their messages and consecutive concatenations of
this action form a path. Hops are, nevertheless, neither
aware of belonging to that path nor of its inherited prop-
erties.

We propose a two step strategy. Firstly, assign prop-
erties to paths such that applications can express their
demands and hops can adjust their behavior accord-
ingly, e.g., desired end-to-end delay, “importance” of
messages, or urgency.
Secondly, allow hops to obtain information about the
remaining path by requesting metrics values to follow-
ing hops. This way, nodes can anticipate their reactions

to e.g. broken links or unsatisfying metrics values.

Figure 1: Network path and metric value propagation
with k = 2

This acquired knowledge is stored in local memory
as depicted in Table 1, where ni is the actual hop, k
the length of the segment to explore, and (m1..mj) the
fetched values of significant metrics.
Maintenance of such a table comes at the expense of lo-

Hop Set of values
ni+1 (mi+1

1 , ..., mi+1
j )

... . . .
ni+k (mi+k

1 , ...,mi+k
j )

Table 1: Metric values of the next segment

cal resources, namely: memory, computation time and
additional network traffic. The latter increases propor-
tionally to the propagation frequency of metrics values.
Besides, energy consumption is indirectly affected by
all of the above. Hence, a trade-off is needed between
the resource utilization and the values of k and j.
Example. Consider the segment s = (n1, n2, n3) of
Figure 1 and the metric of interest “measured SNR for
the next one-hop link”. Assume k = 2. Given that,
n3 monitors the link (n3, n2) and propagates changes
of the measured values to n2. Similarly, n2 propa-
gates this changes with the aggregation of its own. It
is likely that the measured SNR for a link will vary con-
tinuously. However, we can expect that for a certain
period of time it will remain close to previous measure-
ments. Thus, the frequency at which this values should
be propagated can be adjusted according to the mea-
surement variability as well as the application require-



ments. In the example, n2 should neglect small vari-
ations over time and only report to n1 changes which
exceed established bounds.

2.1 Probabilistic timeliness monitoring
Given a one-hop link l = (ni, nj) we define Dl as the
random variable (RV) which characterizes the one-hop
transmission delay of link l and p(Dl) as the probability
density function (pdf ) such that pl(ε) = P (Dl ≤ ε), the
probability that l introduces a delay of at most ε in the
delivery of a message.
The end-to-end delay for a path rp is then a RV, Drp,
formed by the composition of the delays of its links:

Drp =
∑

∀(i,j)∈rp

D(i,j) (1)

and,
pDrp(τ) = P (Drp ≤ τ) (2)

Then, assuming that the pdf s of the RVs characteriz-
ing each of the links have the same distribution, non-
negative and mutually independent, it is possible to ap-
ply the Center Limit Theorem (CLT) [10] to character-
ize the pdf of the path as a normally distributed RV1

with parameters:

µDrp =
∑

∀l∈rp

µDl

σ2
Drp

=
∑

∀l∈rp

σ2
Dl

(3)

The assumption of all RVs being mutually independent
is taken as a premise at this point. One could argue that
nearby links might be characterized by RV which are
indeed dependent (i.e. E[Va, V b] 6= E[Va] · E[Vb]]).
We expect that the spatial distribution of nodes and the
typical low throughput of WSN will minimize by itself
this possibility. Therefore, under this circumstances the
probability introduced in Equation 2 converges to

pDrp(τ) =
1√
2π

∫ d

−∞
e

y2

2 dy

τ =
Drp − µDrp

σDrp

(4)

In this case, the expected value for the end-to-end la-
tency of rp is E(Drp) = µDrp .

1Although the CLT is commonly applied to large number of sam-
ples, an argumentation about good approximations for smaller sums
of RVs is found in [6].

2.1.1 Run-time calculations

We consider the delay dl experienced by a message over
a link l ∈ L as the sum of two terms:

dl = dfw
l + dtx

l (5)

being dfw
l the time the message is being processed and

queued in the node and dtx
l the transmission time over

the medium. Since dfw
l À dtx

l , the transmission time is
considered negligible and only the processing and queu-
ing delay dfw

l is taken into account.
Hence, the sequence of delays experienced by consecu-
tive messages is a RV. Its distribution is not important as
long as we can generalize the same distribution for all
nodes in the path. Indeed, this distribution should be ap-
proximately the same as it depends on the network pro-
tocols which are common to the entire network. Never-
theless, the specific parameters (i.e. expected value and
variance) will vary for each link according to its perfor-
mance. Thus, it is enough to estimate the average and
variance of such distribution to apply the CLT.
We propose the exponential weighted moving average
(EWMA) [2] as a mean to obtain this calculation with
little memory utilization and low CPU overhead (Equa-
tion 6). A parameter α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) is set to weigh
the actual measurements with respect to the past, hence
smoothing the consequences of the past trends and pos-
sible aberrations.

x̄∗n = αxt + (1− α)x̄∗n−1

s∗n
2 =

α

2− α
s2

n (6)

Equation 7 provides the sampling variance with low
memory requirements.

s2
n =

n− 1
n

s2
n−1 +

n− 1
n

(x− x̄n)2 (7)

Note x = Tout − Tin, the measured time between the
reception time of a message Tin and the end of its trans-
mission to the next hop Tout.

2.2 Routing strategy
It is unlikely that Equation 4 can be computed at run-
time on a normal node. Nevertheless, we propose that
this computation is performed at the sink during the es-
tablishment of the path, e.g. publish/subscribe negoti-
ation. This way, the sink can provide an estimation of
the probability of the average end-to-end delay. This



information can be used by the node’s application to
decide on appropriate strategies. Later on, dynamic ad-
justments might occur at run-time and thus updates on
these values by the sink might also follow.
Our second proposal is that nodes make use of the met-
ric propagation strategy to detect whether the following
path segments are still suitable or not. E.g. if the values
show an increasing delay, it is likely that one or some
of the following links are being jeopardized and hence
an alternative route to the sink might be needed.
The evaluation of the cost and benefits of such decisions
is difficult to assess. We investigate possible trade-offs
between the significant factors, namely: the length of
the segment to explore k, the number of metrics j, the
propagation frequency, and the effect of uncontrollable
network dynamics.
With respect to the segment length, the maximization
of cost/benefit fits between two extremes: k = 1 is
the case where each node takes decisions based only
on its local knowledge (neighborhood), while k = |rp|
implies full knowledge of the path. In the latter, it is
presumable that smarter routing decisions can be taken,
avoiding dead paths and congestion. Similarly, a higher
number of metrics frequently updated allow the node to
take decisions based on a more sophisticated algorithm.
However, the three factors will have a strong impact on
the overall amount of control messages along the path
as well as the energy spent at each node to handle and
process these messages.
On top of this, the trade-off among these factors is
also influenced by the uncontrollable network dynam-
ics. Hence the importance of adaptive re-adjustments
of the controllable factors in order to achieve a reason-
able utilization of resources (e.g. lower the propagation
frequency when the tendency of previous values show
stability).

3 Conclusions and ongoing work
In this paper we presented a method to estimate end-to-
end deadlines based on a probabilistic approach. We ex-
plore timeliness properties across the routing path and
a possible application in routing decisions. Moreover,
the work presented in this paper exploits the concept of
routing paths to extend the available knowledge at each
hop, thus allowing smarter decisions at routing. The
proposed method introduces the ability of maintaining a
status table of the following path segment on each hop,
being updated according to path requirements.

Further ongoing work includes the analysis of cost and
benefit factors, identification of additional metrics of in-
terest and their interrelation as well as possible energy
trade-offs.
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